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Steven Goodwill
Monson, Gregory B.
3/5/2007 12:06:03 PM
Re: Docket No. 04-049-145 – Qwest/Union Arbitration

Mr. Monson.
Thanks to all who have worked on this. I've reviewed the proposed dates and don't see any conflicts.
Therefore, assuming that everyone is on board, I'll go ahead and issue a scheduling order accordingly.
sfg
Steven F. Goodwill
Administrative Law Judge
Public Service Commission
160 East 300 South, 4th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(80 1) 530-6709
>>> "Monson, Gregory B." <GBMONSON@stoel.com> 03/05/07 11:51 AM >>>
Judge Goodwill,
The parties have worked through the discovery on the Union cost study
that was the subject of a motion to compel and are now ready to proceed
with scheduling the balance of the matter. The following proposed
schedule has been reviewed and approved by all parties:
March 5, 2007

Qwest files surrebuttal testimony on Union Cost Study

March 16,2007
April 2, 2007
testimony, if any

Division of Public Utilities files testimony if desired
Qwest and Union file testimony responsive to Division

April 17, 2007 Division files Joint Issues Matrix if needed (Note:
This may be unnecessary because it appears that there will only be one
issue in dispute. The parties will let you know if an agreement is
reached on the other issues)
April 24, 2007 Hearing commencing at 9:30 am. (Note: Parties believe
the hearing will likely take less than one full day, but you may wish to
reserve April 25, 2007 just in case the hearing is not concluded within
one day)
May 25, 2007 Parties file post-hearing briefs
We assume that if this schedule will work for you that you will issue an
eighth scheduling order. If it doesn't work, we would be happy to have
a scheduling conference to work through any problems.
Thank you,
Greg Monson
Gregory B. Monson
STOEL RIVES LLP

201 South Main, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801 ) 578-6946
(801 ) 578-6999 (fax)
pbmonson@stoel.com <mailto:pbmonson@stoel.com>

CC:
Asay, Bruce; Ginsberg, Michael; Harvey, John; Livingston, Merilee; Schmid, Patricia;
sfmecham@cnmlaw.com; thomas.dethlefs@qwest.com

